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SIDE CHANNEL BLOWER LINE RT

Motor
Vakuum Bohemia blowers are driven by 2-pole motor with protection and insulation class F for 2 Horse 
power and below, and insulation class H for 3 Horse power and above. Ce mark, approval are acquired.
Shaft Seal
Maintenance-free Shift seal separated the motor from the impeller.

Casting
Compact and Slid, The part  for the impeller and the motor are individual.
Silencer 
The inlet and outlet are constructed as silence.
 
Instruction for Operation
Currency consumed would be increased following the raising of vakuum and pressure. Connector would 
be triplex when currency instillation is too high. To prezent over load is to install a pressure reliéf valve on 
the inlet or the outlet under usány of limited ampére and over load protektor.

Selection Example 
 1. Be sure of application on static pressure and air volume efore usány performance table.
 2. 208.255/360-440V is standart. Specify when requiremenr is different. 

Easy to Install
Vakuum Bohemia blower really is a komplete unit ready for immediate installatiom ether as a vakuum 
pamp or as acompressor. The unit can be mounted in any position, horizontally or vertically.

High Reliability
Compared with the other brabd blowers, Vakuum Bohemia blower has the high-developed design which 
results in a pump construction with one noviny part, a feature ensuring maximum operating at each end of 
the Shift outsider the dumping chamber.
The advantages are: - Higher pressure ratios achievable
   - Cooler bearing temperature
   - Longer grease life
   - Easier Access for maintenance

Low Noise Level
The use of direkt-driving Vakuum Bohemia low-noise motor and integral silencers ensure a low noise level.

Model of Operation
Vakuum  Bohemia blower includes an impeller and a side channel formel with a semi-circular side wall 
and having an inlet and outlet. As the impeller rotates, the gas between the impeller blades is radically and 
circumferentially accelerated and pushed into the side channel. Here i tis compressed and forced back 
towards the impeller blades where i tis again  radicallly and circumferentially accelerated. I tis thus trans-
ported slony a siral path through the impeller and side channel, until it reaches the point where the side 
channel is connected to the discharge flance. Here the gas is discharge.

No Oily Odors 
The impeller rotates with absolutely no contact between it and the housing. This means no lubrication is 
required, gurenteeing 100% oil-free operetaion.

High Efficiency 
Under serious QC kontrol and with over many years experience, the perts used in Vakuum Bohemia 
blower are of top duality and all motors are TEFC and insulation class F is for 2 Horse power and below, 
and insulatiom class H is for 3 Horse power and above. The pump is separeated form the motor mainte-
nance-free seal.

ISO 9001
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Relief Valve AL

Relief Valve PVC

Presure and vacuun relief valve shall be installed to protect motor 

Pressure application Depression application 
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